Governance and advisory structure for the review of the F-10 Australian Curriculum

Key decision-making groups

Ongoing and regular executive engagement with national and peak stakeholder groups, education sectors, professional associations and teacher unions

ACARA’s Peak Parents and Principals Forum

ACARA’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Advisory Group

ACARA’s F-12 Curriculum Reference Group and Curriculum Directors Group

ACARA’s Students with Disability Advisory Group

ACARA’s Learning Area Review Teams

ACARA curriculum specialists working with seconded and co-opted subject matter experts and practitioners

Ongoing review team engagement and consultation with subject professional associations, academics, teacher unions and other subject-specific experts and groups

New reference groups established for review

- F-6 Primary
- English
- Maths
- Science
- Humanities/Social Science
- The Arts
- Health/Physical Education
- Languages
- Technologies

Key decision-making groups

Curriculum Reference Group

Teacher Reference Group